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Abstract

A reciprocating Langmuir probe was installed below the X-point of W-shaped divertor in JT-60U. Plasma pro®les

were measured from the outer divertor nose to the X-point. A large peak was observed in the density pro®le near the X-

point as the main plasma density exceeded about 60% of MARFE onset density. The electron density at the peak

exceeded the average density of the main plasma. The di�erence in electron temperature between the X-point and the

outer target was smaller at the separatrix than outside the separatrix. The electron temperature near the separatrix

decreased rapidly from 60 to 20 eV as the density peak increased. The electron temperature pro®le became ¯at and

decreased down to �10 eV during a MARFE. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Formation of a cold, dense and radiative divertor is

essential to reduce the heat ¯ux to the divertor target

plate. A reciprocating Langmuir probe system was in-

stalled below the X-point of the W-shaped divertor in

JT-60U [1,2] to investigate the cold and dense plasma

formation predicted by numerical results [2,3]. An ex-

perimental database of decay lengths of heat and par-

ticle ¯uxes near the divertor nose is important for

designing the ba�e plate of the closed divertor. Fast

reciprocating Langmuir probes have been installed in

many tokamaks [4±7], and have provided pro®les of the

local electron temperature and density with high spatial

resolution. The high spatial resolution is essential to

investigate the mechanism of divertor detachment and

MARFE formation, which are related to local phe-

nomena near the X-point.

In this paper, we show divertor plasma characteris-

tics measured with Langmuir probes. The temperature

and pressure di�erences between the X-point and the

target plates are discussed. The density and temperature

decay lengths near the X-point are shown. Estimation of

ion ¯ow velocity near the X-point is discussed.

2. Experimental set-up

The divertor reciprocating Langmuir probe system

and related diagnostics are shown in Fig. 1. Plasma

pro®les were measured from the outer divertor nose to

the X-point. The duration of insertion and retraction is 1

s for the stroke of 250 mm reciprocating.

The probe head and electrodes are made of Carbon

Fiber Composites (CFC) and the electrodes are insu-

lated by ceramics. Electron temperature and ion ¯ux at

the upstream (toward the main plasma) and downstream

(toward the target plate) sides of the probe can be

measured simultaneously by using two sets of double

probes facing upstream and downstream.

The plasma shape, position, density and heating

power were kept constant during measurement. After the

probe insertion, the strike point was swept by about 4 cm

in 1.5 s to obtain a plasma pro®le at the target plate.
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3. Results

3.1. Plasma pro®les near the X-point

Typical results of ohmic heated discharges (1.7 MA,

3.5 T) are shown here. The plasma equilibrium for this

study was ®xed as shown in Fig. 1(a) and the X-point

position 6 cm above the path of probe reciprocation.

Pro®les of ion saturation current Isat and electron tem-

perature Te at the upstream and downstream sides are

shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Isat at the upstream side was

by a factor of 3±8 times larger than at the downstream

side, and Te at the upstream side was about twice as

large as at the downstream side. Measurements at the

upstream side were used for comparison with those by

target probe arrays because of good agreement in elec-

tron pressure pro®le at the X-point and the outer target

in low density discharges as shown in Fig. 2(c).

A large peak was observed in the electron density

pro®le near the X-point when the line averaged main

density nave:
e exceeded about 60% of MARFE onset

density (2.4 ´ 1019 mÿ3) as shown in the top box of

Fig. 3(a) and (b). A similar observation was also made

near the X-point in ASDEX-U [7] and at the target in

Alcator C-Mod [8] and JET [9] in the high recycling

divertor plasma. The electron density ne at the peak

exceeded the line averaged density of main plasma. Te

near the separatrix decreased from 60 to 20 eV at the

density peak. During a MARFE, the density peak was

reduced and the density pro®le slightly broadened. Te

was reduced down to �10 eV and the temperature

pro®le became ¯at.

3.2. Comparison with measurements by target Langmuir

probe arrays

The pro®les of ne and Te at X-point and target plates

are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively, and they are

compared in three cases: at low density (nave:
e � 1.2 ´ 1019

mÿ3), at high density (1.7±1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3) and during the

MARFE (2.4 ´ 1019 mÿ3). The CII and Da emission at

the divertor region and the ion saturation current Isat at

the inner and outer target are shown in Fig. 3(c). The

particle recycling increases as the density increases. The

carbon impurity near the X-point increases and Isat to

the inner target is reduced during a MARFE.

ne at the inner target is larger than those at the outer

target and X-point, and Te at the outer target and X-

point (�60 eV) were higher than at the inner target (�20

eV) at low density.

At high density (1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3), the ne pro®le at the

X-point agrees well with those at the inner and outer

Fig. 2. Typical measurements of the divertor reciprocating

probe. Ion saturation current Isat and electron temperature Te at

both sides of the probe head are shown in the top and middle

box. Electron pressures Pe (� neTe) at both sides and at the

outer target (� neTe ´ 2) are shown in the bottom box. All

measurements are mapped on the mid-plane radius.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up of related diagnostics and con®g-

uration of the head of divertor reciprocating probe.
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targets except for the density peak near the separatrix.

Te at the outer target decreases to 10±20 eV. At the X-

point, Te near the separatrix decreases similar to that at

the outer target (10±20 eV). On the other hand, Te at the

X-point remains higher (20±30 eV) at the outside (2±15

mm) of the separatrix.

ne pro®le at the X-point broadens and exceeds those

at the targets during a MARFE. Te decreases down to

Fig. 3. Dependence of (a) density and (b) temperature pro®les at three positions (X-point, inner and outer target) and (c) CII, Da

emission and ion saturation current pro®les at divertor on main plasma density in OH discharges with Ip � 1.7 MA and Bt � 3.5 T. Line

averaged main densities (1019 mÿ3) are shown in ®gures.
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�10 eV at the X-point and outer target during a

MARFE.

3.3. Pressure balance between the X-point and the target

At low density (1.2 ´ 1019 mÿ3), the electron pressure

Pe pro®le at the X-point agrees well with those at both

targets as shown in Fig. 4(a). The reciprocating probe-

derived pressure is compared with 2 ´ the target probe-

derived pressures, because the sonic conditions are as-

sumed in calculating the pressure at the target [8].

During a MARFE (2.4 ´ 1019 mÿ3), the Isat shown in

Fig. 3(c) and Pe shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c) decrease at

the separatrix in comparison to those at high density

(1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3). Furthermore, a small moment loss

between X-point and the outer target is observed as

shown in Fig. 4(c). Therefore, it seems that the weak

partial detachment was obtained at both targets during a

MARFE. There is some uncertainty in this argument,

e.g., there is a higher Pe at the inner target at high

density (1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3) and the measured Te (10±20 eV)

is too high to enhance momentum loss. This will be

discussed in Section 4.

The electron pressure at the X-point also decreases

during a MARFE. This suggests that the power and

momentum are dispersed above the measured position

(�6 cm below the X-point).

3.4. Scrape-o� layer decay lengths near the X-point

The e-folding length of electron density and temper-

ature pro®les, kne
and kTe

, were measured at the X-point.

Exponential ®tting was applied between 10 and 30 mm

outside the separatrix to avoid the peak in ne pro®le and

the reduction in Te pro®le near the separatrix. The re-

sults are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of nave
e . Values of

kne
(�20 mm) and kTe

(�30 mm) are independent of the

main density and heating method (OH or low power

NB) under the attached condition. kTe
increased rapidly

during a MARFE, because the electron temperature

pro®le became very ¯at as shown in Fig. 3(b). The same

result was observed at the mid-plane [10].

4. Discussion

At high density (1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3), a large peak in ne

pro®le is formed near the X-point. Te near the separatrix

at the X-point decreases similar to that at the outer target.

This suggests that particle recycling and radiation loss are

enhanced along the separatrix, which were expected from

simulations as a W-shape (inclined target) e�ect.

The electron density at the X-point is larger than at

the outer target not only near the separatrix but also

radially away from the separatrix during a MARFE.

Fig. 4. Electron pressure Pe balance between the X-point and

both target plates and its dependence on main plasma density.

All measurements are mapped on the mid-plane radius.

Fig. 5. Dependence of radial decay lengths of electron density

kne
and temperature kTe

on line averaged main plasma density.

Open and closed symbols show OH and NB (4 MW) discharges

respectively.
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This may be due to the impurity ion concentration near

the X-point and neutrals penetrating far from the target

as shown in the emission pro®les in Fig. 3(c).

Pe (� ne ´ Te) at high density (1.9 ´ 1019 mÿ3) at the

inner target seems higher than those at the outer target

and X-point, since Te at the inner target does not de-

crease inspite of the increment of particle recycling

shown in Fig. 3(c) as Da emission and Isat. Measured

electron temperatures (10±20 eV) at the X-point and

targets seem to be too high to enhance a momentum loss.

There are some possibilities of overestimation in electron

temperature of the probe measurement in magnetic ®eld

[11,12]. A single Langmuir probe acts as an asymmetric

double probe in a strong magnetic ®eld. Furthermore, a

small perturbation of high energy tail of the electron

distribution can introduce a signi®cant error in the de-

rived Te, since Langmuir probes only measure this tail.

Ion saturation current at the upstream Iup
sat and

downstream side Idown
sat were measured as shown in

Fig. 2. Under the experimental conditions for this study,

the connection length Lc between the X-point and the

outer target along the magnetic ®eld line (1±5 m) is

comparable to the probe collection length [13] de®ned as

Cs D2/Dperp, where Cs is the ion sound velocity, D is the

dimension of probe head ( P 1.5 mm) as shown in

Fig. 1, Dperp is the cross ®eld di�usion coe�cient.

Therefore, the measured Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio is much larger

than expected from the Mach probe theories [13,14].

To estimate the e�ect of the short connection length

on the measured Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio, the plasma density re-

duction in the ¯ux tube between the probe electrodes

and targets plate was roughly evaluated by the limiter

terminated SOL model. The radial decay length in the

¯ux tube kn is (Dperp ´ Lc/Cs)
1=2. Therefore, the e�ect on

the measured Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio is the ratio of exp(-D/kn) at

upstream and downstream sides. This e�ect depends on

not only the connection length but also the plasma

conditions at the upstream and downstream sides. This

e�ect is less than a factor of 2±3 under the experimental

conditions even if the temperature and cross ®eld

transport change by a factor of 2±3 between the up-

stream and downstream sides. Although there is some

uncertainty in applying this estimation to the MARFE

and detachment, the measured Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio is shown as

a qualitative index of the plasma ¯ow in this paper.

The pro®les of Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio are shown in Fig. 6. The

ratio near the X-point exceeds 10 as nave
e increases. The

ratio decreases somewhat at the separatrix and increases

outside the separatrix during a MARFE. In discharges

with reversed plasma current and toroidal ®eld (ion grad-

B drift direction is opposite to the target), the ¯ow ve-

locity near the separatrix remained small and increased

outside the separatrix. These results seem to be incon-

sistent with the e�ect of ion grad-B drift direction on the

global in±out ¯ux asymmetry; the ¯ux towards the inner

target is larger with the normal Ip and Bt direction and

becomes symmetric with reversed Ip and Bt. On the other

hand, the plasma ¯ow measurement by the mid-plane

reciprocating probe shows that the ¯ow near the mid-

plane is directed upstream with the normal Ip and Bt

direction and downstream with reversed Ip and Bt.

5. Summary

The divertor reciprocating Langmuir probe system

was installed at the outer divertor chamber of the W-

shaped divertor in JT-60U. The plasma pro®les were

measured from the outer divertor nose to the X-point.

A large peak was observed in the density pro®le near

the X-point as nave
e exceeded about 60% of the MARFE

onset density; ne at the peak exceeds the average density

of main plasma. Te near the separatrix at the X-point

and outer target decreases rapidly from 60 eV to 20 eV

as the density peak grows. The Te pro®le became ¯at

and decreased down to �10 eV during a MARFE.

Values of kne
(�20 mm) and kTe

(�30 mm) at the X-

point are independent of the main density and heating

method (OH or low power NB) except for the MARFE

case. kTe
increased rapidly during a MARFE similarly at

the mid-plane.

Although there is some uncertainty due to the short

connection length and plasma conditions, the measured

Iup
sat/I

down
sat ratio can be used as a qualitative index of the

plasma ¯ow. In discharges with reversed plasma current

and toroidal ®eld (ion grad-B drift direction is opposite

to that of the target), the ¯ow velocity near the

Fig. 6. Pro®les of the ratio of ion saturation current Iup
sat/I

down
sat at

the X-point. The line averaged main plasma density (´1019 mÿ3)

and the direction of plasma current and toroidal ®eld are

shown. All measurements are mapped on the mid-plane radius.
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separatrix remained small and increased outside the

separatrix in comparison to those with normal Ip and Bt

direction.
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